ARTO is known for making rustically elegant, handcrafted ceramic and concrete tiles, bricks, and pavers. Our products are made with locally sourced materials at our Southern California factory. ARTO products are available throughout the United States, Canada, and the world.
The Monrovia series are handcrafted, high-fired terracotta pavers and tiles for use indoors and outdoors and in wet and/or freeze/thaw conditions. They have square edges and sides and are 5/8” thick. Monrovia series patterns are based on 3/8” grout joints. These patterns are also available in 3/8” thickness using Studio Field tiles. All Monrovia pavers and tiles are fired at ARTO’s Gardena, California factory. Visit www.ARTO.com/monrovia for additional shapes, sizes and patterns.
The Studio Field series are handcrafted, high-fire terracotta tiles for use indoors and outdoors and in wet and/or freeze/thaw conditions. They have square edges and sides and are 3/8" thick. All glazes are suitable for wall applications and most for floor applications. Studio series patterns and coverages are based on 1/4" grout joints. All Studio tiles are fired at ARTO's Gardena, California factory. For additional shapes, sizes and patterns visit www.ARTO.com/studio-field.
OLESON SERIES

The Oleson series are handcrafted, high-fire terracotta pavers and tiles. They have a handmade artisan appearance, pillowed edges, rounded corners, and are 5/8” thick. Oleson series products are perfect for indoors and outdoors and in wet and freeze/thaw conditions. Oleson series patterns are based on 3/8” grout joints. All Oleson tiles are fired at ARTO’s Gardena, California factory. Visit www.ARTO.com/oleson for additional shapes, sizes, patterns, and accessories.

Tile edges used as trim can be glazed for additional charge.

All of ARTO’s ceramic products are handcrafted and are suitable for indoors, outdoors, walls, floors, and freeze/thaw conditions.
ARDO is well known for making thousands of handcrafted products in different shapes, patterns, textures, and colors. To simplify the process of choosing ARTO products we have highlighted some of ARTO’s most popular styles and colorways. You can’t go wrong choosing one of these styles. All of these products can be used indoors and outdoors. To see additional design concepts visit www.ARTO.com/concepts.

Many of our colors are crafted to vary in order to have the aged, handcrafted appearance our customers love. It is very important to take into consideration the color shade variation rating before you place your tile order. Please note the majority of ARTO’s colors range from V2-V4. For more detailed information about the industry standard V Rating system visit www.ARTO.com/technical-info.

Disclaimer: The variation and elegance of ARTO’s products are achieved with the use of natural materials and enhanced by handcrafting each unit. The images shown are representative of our products, but may differ in color and appearance from actual pieces delivered. We recommend getting samples before you place an order. *Signature glazes can be slippery when wet. Ask ARTO for glaze recommendations for floor applications.
ARCO’s handpainted tiles are meticulously crafted by our talented artists at ARTO’s Gardena, California factory. The 3/8” thick tiles are available in many designs and color combinations and are suitable for indoors and outdoors and in wet and freeze/thaw conditions. Most handpainted decos are available in 3", 4", 5", 6", and 8” square sizes. All of our decos are compatible with the Monrovia and Studio Field series tiles. Murals, special color combinations, and custom design services are also available. To see additional handpainted deco designs visit www.ARTO.com/handpainted.

## HANDPAINTED STUDIO

### GLAZED THIN BRICK

ARCO is famous for our expansive and diverse line of concrete thin bricks, and now we’re offering a line of gorgeous Glazed Ceramic Thin Bricks. Our Glazed Bricks are available in more than 80 glaze colors. Glazed Bricks can go anywhere and are excellent for indoor and outdoor applications, in wet and dry areas, and in freeze/thaw conditions. To see additional colors of Glazed Thin Brick visit www.ARTO.com/glazed-brick.